Inflexible Minds: Impaired Attention Switching in Recent-Onset Schizophrenia
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Abstract

Impairment of sustained attention is assumed to be a core cognitive abnormality in schizophrenia. However, this seems inconsistent with a recent hypothesis that in schizophrenia the implementation of selection (i.e., sustained attention) is intact but the control of selection (i.e., switching the focus of attention) is impaired. Mounting evidence supports this hypothesis, indicating that switching of attention is a bigger problem in schizophrenia than maintaining the focus of attention. To shed more light on this hypothesis, we tested whether schizophrenia patients are impaired relative to controls in sustaining attention, switching attention, or both. Fifteen patients with recent-onset schizophrenia and fifteen healthy volunteers, matched on age and intelligence, performed sustained attention and attention switching tasks, while performance and brain potential measures of selective attention were recorded. In the sustained attention task, patients did not differ from the controls on these measures. In the attention switching task, however, patients showed worse performance than the controls, and early selective attention related brain potentials were absent in the patients while clearly present in the controls. These findings support the hypothesis that schizophrenia is associated with an impairment of the mechanisms that control the direction of attention (attention switching), while the mechanisms that implement a direction of attention (sustained attention) are intact.

Introduction

There is consensus that impairment of attention is a separable and core cognitive abnormality in schizophrenia [1]. The nature of this deficit is unclear, although it is very important to understand this deficit better for progress in pharmacological, neuroscience, and gene research [2,3]. One of the reasons for this state of affairs is the rather loosely-defined meanings in which the term ‘attention’ has been used in publications on attention in schizophrenia. A recent high-impact article stated on this subject that “… the term ‘attention’ can be defined so broadly that impaired performance on virtually any task could be construed as evidence for a deficit in attention” [4]. An abstract, but broadly accepted definition of attention is the ability to select a subset of the available information for preferential processing, while ignoring competing information. This applies, however, to many different mechanisms (e.g., space-based versus object-based attention), tied to many different levels of processing (e.g., selection at the level of sensory processing versus selection at the level of working memory). Deficits may exist at one level but not at another. For example, findings of impaired performance in schizophrenia patients on the classic Stroop color-word test of selective attention [5], are hard to allocate to a deficit at a specific level or in a specific mechanism [6–8]. Another example is that early Event-Related brain Potentials (ERPs) associated with selection in the visual modality [9–11] and the auditory modality [12,13] are diminished in schizophrenia patients when they perform sequential object-based selective attention tasks. When they perform spatial selection tasks, however, the ERPs suggest that early selective attention [14] and selection for visual working memory storage are intact [15].

In the present experiment we focus on hypotheses about the specific nature of attention impairments of schizophrenia patients. A long-held hypothesis is that patients have a sustained attention deficit [2,3,12,16]. This assumption is problematic, however. On the one hand, it is thought to be broadly supported by the many findings showing that schizophrenia patients are impaired in the performance of the
Continuous Performance Task (CPT) [2,3,17]. On the other hand, the CPT variants most often found to be under-performed by patients [17] are actually attention switching tasks [18] (i.e., the CPTax [19] and the CPT-Identical Pairs [20]. Recently, it has been argued that schizophrenia is associated with an impairment of the control of information selection while the implementation of information selection is intact [4]. This hypothesis predicts that schizophrenia patients would be impaired in attention switching, but not in sustaining attention, because, as we argue below, attention switching, but not sustaining attention, engages mechanisms required to control the selection of information, while in both types of tasks a specified selection must be implemented.

In general, sustained selective attention is engaged in tasks in which attention is directed to the same stimulus on all stimulus presentations (i.e. on the basis of instructions), while selective attention switching is engaged in tasks in which attention is directed to different stimuli on different stimulus presentations (i.e. on the basis of precues and sometimes referred to as “transient attention” [18,21–24]). Sustained and switching of attention can operate in the visual-spatial and the object domain of selection. For example, if during a number of sequential stimulus presentations attention has to be focused on always the same location in the visual field while ignoring other stimulated locations, the task is a sustained attention task in the visual-spatial domain. If between stimulus presentations the focus of attention has to be switched from one location to another (on the basis of cues), it is a spatial attention switching task. Sustained attention in the object domain is studied with tasks requiring attention to focus on one and the same stimulus (e.g., a letter or color) during sequential stimulus presentations. If the focus of attention has to switch from one stimulus (‘a’) to another (‘x’) between stimulus presentations, however, the task is an object-based attention switching task.

Although sustained attention and attention switching tasks usually differ in how long the same input must be attended, the crucial difference concerns the different mechanisms they engage. The issue, therefore, is not the duration of having to sustain attention. Sustained attention engages the mechanisms that enable the selection and preferential processing of one information source while ignoring competing information. Attention switching tasks engage these same mechanisms, but also call into play control mechanisms that enable the switching of the focus of attention, that is, mechanisms that enable flexibility in the selection of information. Spatial attention switching is made possible by control mechanisms that enable the focus of attention to disengage a currently focused location, move the focus to another location, and focus on that new location [25]. Attention switching, therefore, depends on mechanisms that control the direction of attention, which are not engaged during a state of sustained attention. Thus, sustained attention and attention switching tasks seem ideal to investigate, respectively, the implementation of selection and the control of selection, thought to be crucial for the investigation of attention deficits in schizophrenia [4].

Object-based attention studies in healthy volunteers show that in attention switching tasks target detection rates and selective attention related ERPs are smaller than in sustained attention tasks [18,22]. This indicates that having to switch selection diminishes early preferential target processing, resulting in target detection loss relative to maintaining a specific selection. Studies about switching selection in schizophrenia suggest there are deficits in the control of selection and not in the implementation of selection [4,26,27]. Here, we evaluate this hypothesis by testing its predictions that schizophrenia is associated with a deficit in attention switching (the control of selection), and not in sustained attention (the implementation of selection). To that end we compared the performance and ERP measures obtained from schizophrenia patients and healthy controls when they performed attention switching and sustained attention tasks. Because the CPT is one of the most often used tasks to study cognitive deficits in schizophrenia patients and will continue to be so in the near future [2,3], we applied two standard variants of this task [28] to implement sustained attention and attention switching conditions.

These variants, the CPTx and CPTax [29] are very frequently applied in clinical settings and differ strongly in the need to switch attention to the target stimulus requiring an overt response [18,19]. In the CPTx, attention is oriented to an occasionally presented target letter (or digit) ‘x’ in a sequence of other non-target letters (or digits) ‘y’, presented at a rate of one per second. Only when this target is presented, the participant must make a response. During the entire task and on all stimulus presentations, attention is oriented in a sustained manner to the same target, and attention never needs to switch. Therefore, selection only needs to be implemented and not to be switched between different selections, representing a typical sustained attention task. In the CPTax, the instruction is to respond to the target ‘x’ only in an ‘a’ – ‘x’ stimulus sequence, but not in other sequences (‘y’ - ‘x’). The ‘a’ - ‘x’ sequence has a low probability (about 0.20) to be presented. In this case, attention is oriented to the letter ‘a’ but is summoned to switch to ‘x’ whenever ‘a’ is presented. In contrast to the CPTx, selection of the target ‘x’ for preferential processing in the CPTax is the result of a split-second switch of attention from ‘a’ to ‘x’. Correct target responses in the CPTax therefore depend on intact mechanisms that control changes in the focus of attention (i.e., on the control of selection).

In a previous study, we found that in healthy controls target detection rates were lower and selection related ERPs to targets smaller in the CPTax than in the CPTx [18], consistent with earlier findings with similar conditions [22]. In the present study we compared task performance and ERPs recorded with a new group of healthy volunteers, matched on age and general intelligence to a group of recent-onset schizophrenia patients.

There is a long history of ERP research on visual selective attention and its neural basis. This has produced several well established ERP measures of selective attention to sequentially presented stimuli [30–37]. These measures have often been applied to evaluate a wide variety of issues in fundamental research [38–44] and in clinical research [45–48]. Overall, these studies show that selection on the basis of a feature that stimuli have in common with a target-object, such as its color, (letter-) shape, or spatial frequency, leads to a very
early modulation (about 150 ms after stimulus presentation) of the ERPs over the posterior scalp, usually called Selection Negativity (SN). Several studies have shown that deficits of selective attention are associated with a smaller amplitude of this potential [39,46,48]. One study found that the SN, while clearly present for healthy controls, was fully absent for schizophrenia patients in an attention switching condition [47].

On the basis of these previous findings we expected that, if schizophrenia is associated with a sustained attention deficit, they would produce more omission errors and smaller attention ERPs than controls to the target ‘x’ in the sustained attention CPTx. If schizophrenia is associated with an attention switching deficit, more omission errors and smaller attention ERPs are expected for patients than for controls to the targets in the CPTax. Thus, the hypothesis that schizophrenia is associated with a deficit in the control of selection, but not in the implementation of selection, would be supported if the patients’ performance and selection ERPs would not differ from the controls in the sustained attention task, but would be impaired in the attention switching task.

Methods

Participants

Fifteen in- and out-patients (10 males) were recruited from the University Center of Psychiatry at the University Medical Center Groningen and fifteen healthy controls (10 males) through advertisements. Inclusion criteria were an age between 18 and 40 years, being right-handed and, for the patients, a DSM-IV 295.xx diagnosis of schizophrenia established in the preceding 24 months. Exclusion criteria for all participants were a history of neurological disorders of the participant or a first relative, vision problems after correction, and drug dependence. An additional exclusion criterion for healthy participants was a history of psychiatric disorders of the participant or of a first relative. Starting at the time of admission to the University Center, the patients underwent an 8-week diagnostic protocol as part of standard-care procedures. Some of these patients were referred on the basis of acute psychosis while others were referred for re-assessment of their status in longitudinal care, ensured by the regular contact between clinicians and patients, and required by the mental health care system in the Netherlands for this group of patients. In this 8-week protocol, the data from clinical-diagnostic interviews, observations, heteroamnestic interviews and clinical records of the referring clinics and general practitioners were applied by SCAN trained senior psychiatrists to test in consensus the DSM-IV criteria for a DSM-IV 295.xx diagnosis of schizophrenia. The Positive and Negative Symptoms Scale (PANSS), obtained within a week distance of the week of testing, was used to assess the severity of current psychotic symptoms. Premorbid education level was scored on the basis of the highest level finished at the time of recruitment, with scores ranging from 1 (primary school) to 7 (university).

All fifteen patients had a DSM-IV 295.xx diagnosis of schizophrenia (paranoid n=10, disorganized n=1, schizotypal n=1, schizoaffective n=2, undifferentiated n=1). They all used antipsychotics (risperidone n=7, olanzapine n=4, quetiapine n=1, clozapine n=3) with an averaged mean chlorpromazine (CPZ) equivalent [49] of 278.89 mg/d (SD 105.39). Demographic and clinical data are presented in Table 1.

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center of Groningen (METc UMCG). The patients were asked whether they were interested in participating in the study. When they responded positively, they received a letter with information describing the purpose, in- and exclusion criteria, and procedures of the experiment. They were asked to carefully read this information and had the opportunity to ask any questions. After this, they had minimally one week time to decide on their participation. All patients were assessed for the capacity to consent by Dr. R. Bruggeman (MD, PhD) and Dr. H. Kneegtering (MD, PhD). This was based on establishing their understanding of the purpose and procedures of the study and on establishing the absence of severe psychotic symptoms (see also Table 1, PANSS scores). Only those patients who by this procedure were found to be capable to consent were included in the study, so that it was not necessary to ask next of kin, care takers or guardians to provide consent on behalf of the patients. All participants provided written consent by themselves. Exclusion criteria were checked by interview.

Patients and controls did not differ significantly in education (t < 1, p = .686), intelligence (t = 1.748, p = .091) and age (t = 1.028, p = .313). Note in Table 1, that the PANSS scores

| Table 1. Group Means (SD) of Demographic, Clinical, Performance and ERP Data. |
|---------------------------------|--------|---------------|----------------|---------------|
| Scores                          | P-values t-tests |
| Controls                        | Patients |
| Age (years)                     | 26.4 (7.0) | 24.3 (3.9) | ns |
| IQ                              | 104.1 (13.4) | 95.6 (13.4) | ns |
| Education                       | 4.2 (1.3) | 4.0 (1.4) | ns |
| PANSS Pos                       | N/A   | 19.9 (2.6) | N/A |
| PANSS Neg                       | N/A   | 14.8 (5.0) | N/A |
| PANSS Gen                       | N/A   | 28.6 (9.0) | N/A |
| Disorganization P2              | N/A   | 1.87 (0.92) | N/A |
| CPZ eq dose/d                  | N/A   | 278.89 (105.39) | N/A |
| RT CPTa (ms)                    | 513 (48) | 555 (86) | ns |
| RT CPTa X (ms)                  | 435 (53) | 503 (100) | 0.028 |
| CPTa X (perc)                   | 0.4 (0.83) | 4.27 (6.51) | ns |
| CPTax (perc)                    | 1.87 (2.39) | 9.33 (14.49) | 0.059 |
| False Alarms CPTa (perc)        | 0.27 (0.46) | 0.53 (0.99) | ns |
| False Alarms CPTax (perc)       | 0.73 (1.16) | 1.27 (1.75) | ns |
| SN targets CPTa (μV)            | -4.1 (3.0)* | -3.3 (2.3)* | ns |
| SN targets CPTax (μV)           | -2.4 (2.5)* | -0.1 (1.4)* | 0.004 |
| SN cues CPTax (μV)              | -2.2 (2.0)* | -1.6 (3.4)* | ns |
| SN unexpected targets CPTax (μV) | -2.8 (1.3)* | -0.8 (2.8)* | 0.023 |

CPTa: sustained attention, CPTax: attention switching. Symbols indicate significance level of one-sample t-tests of the target minus non-target difference potentials: * denotes p < .002 and ns denotes no significant difference.

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0078062.001
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they were told that only if cue ‘H’ was presented, the ‘G’ and ‘Q’
Further, the ERP and performance findings associated with
from one stimulus onset to the next, was 1300 ms.
(CPTx) they were told that the ‘G’ demanded a left-hand
at the time of testing (highest PANSS scores were for Positive
items 16, for Negative items 26 and for General items 52).
Cognitive disorganization as a symptom or symptom factor
may be related to cognitive deficits in neuropsychological tasks
[50], but in the present sample was too low and invariant to be
used as a clinical correlate. The mean Conceptual
Disorganization item-score of the positive symptom scale of the
PANSS (P2) was 1.87, with 12 patients scoring 1 or 2, one
scoring 3 and one scoring 4.

Stimuli
Three sets of letters (C,Q,G,D), (N,H,M,W), (I,L,J,T) were
used as the stimuli. These letters are easy to discriminate
between sets, but hard to discriminate within a set [41,51]. Two
letters from one set served as target letters (‘x1’ and ‘x2’)
demanding a response. One letter from the second set was
instructed as the cue (‘a’) for switching attention in the CPTax,
while in the sustained attention CPTx it served as a non-target
letter (‘y’). All letters from the third set served as non-targets
(‘y’). The presentation probabilities were 0.17 for a target; 0.22
for the cue-letter; and 0.61 for the non-targets. These letters
were presented in random order on a PC-controlled video
monitor as white letters on a black background subtending 1.5°
X 1.5° of visual angle.

Procedure
The participants were seated in a sound- and light-
attenuated chamber at a table with a response panel and video
monitor, with their index fingers resting on two response
buttons. The task consisted of a randomized sequence of 164
stimulus presentations, repeated 6 times with sustained
attention instructions (CPTx) and 6 times with attention
switching instructions (CPTax). The order of the attention
instructions and that of the blocks with different target letters
was counterbalanced between participants. The stimuli were
presented for 150 ms. The inter-stimulus interval, measured
from one stimulus onset to the next, was 1300 ms.

The participants were first shown the relevant letters for the
upcoming block for ten seconds (for example, ‘G’ and ‘Q’ in the
CPTx, and ‘G’, ‘Q’ and ‘H’ in the CPTax). They were told that
these letters would occasionally be presented randomly in a
sequence of other letters. For sustained attention blocks
(CPTx) they were told that the ‘G’ demanded a left-hand
response and the ‘Q’ a right-hand response. They were further
told that they had to respond as fast and accurately as possible
to these letters. For the attention switching blocks (CPTax),
they were told that only if cue ‘H’ was presented, the ‘G’ and ‘Q’
target letters demanded a fast and accurate response.
Although these CPTs differed from standard versions because a
response choice between two targets was required, it is a
well-established fact that if response choice is inserted in two
task conditions, it does not alter the performance and attention-
related ERP differences between those conditions [18,43,52].
Further, the ERP and performance findings associated with
attention switching in a no-choice detection task [22], have
been replicated with a choice task [18]. Together, this justifies
the argument that the present results can reliably be
generalized to no-choice CPT versions.

The participants were asked to make as little as possible eye
movements and blinks. They performed short training blocks
(of 1 minute) until performance had stabilized, before
commencing the two experimental blocks with the instructed
target letters. After each block, the participant received
performance feedback on the video screen. After two
experimental blocks with targets from the first letter set, the
participants received new target-response assignments (with
letters from the second letter set), practiced these and
performed two experimental blocks. After this, they again
received new target-response assignments with targets from the
third letter set, practiced these and performed the final two
experimental blocks. This was done for both tasks, so there
were three pairs of blocks for each task, i.e., 12 blocks overall.

Recording and analysis
The EEG was recorded from the scalp using silver-chloride
electrodes located at the scalp sites F7, Fz, F8, C3, Cz, C4,
Pz, PO7 (halfway between O1 and the midpoint of a line
between P3 and T5) and PO8 (halfway between O2 and the
midpoint of a line between P4 and T6). These electrodes were
referenced to the left ear lobe. The F7, Fz, F8, C3, Cz, C4,
and Pz sites are defined by the International 10-20 system. Of
these sites, the signals from C3, Cz, C4, Pz, PO7, and PO8
were used off-line for the current relevant analyses. The
parieto-occipital PO7 and PO8 sites are located over cortical
areas that are known to be involved in visual selective attention
[37,53]. Eyeblinks and -movements were monitored with
electrodes at both outer canthi of the eyes (horizontal electro-
oculogram; EOG) and above and below the right eye (vertical
EOG).

The EEG signals were filtered with a bandpass of 0.01-70 Hz
(half-amplitude cutoffs). All signals were digitized at a rate of
512 Hz. Automated artifact rejection on the EEG signals was
performed off-line to eliminate data epochs contaminated by
EEG artifacts, excessive muscle activity (with a criterion of 100
µV) and amplifier saturation (about 10% of all trials). The
influence of horizontal and vertical eyemovements (saccades
and blinks) on the EEG recording was corrected using the
Gratton and Coles technique [54].

The signals were synchronized to the onset of the stimuli and
were averaged, separately for each participant and stimulus
type (in the CPTx: targets and distractors, in the CPTax: cues
(a), expected targets (x(a)), unexpected targets (x(y)),
unexpected distractors (y(a) and repeated distractors (y(y))),
over epochs of 1400 ms, starting 100 ms before onset of the
stimulus and ending 1300 ms post-stimulus, correcting for
differences in the 100 ms pre-stimulus baseline. Next, these
averages were used for statistical analyses (T-Tests,
MANOVA). Each average was based on approximately 160
epochs.

The SN consists of the earliest difference in EEG activity
elicited by target and non-target stimuli over parieto-occipital
(P07, PO8) electrode sites. To obtain the SN, we subtracted
the ERPs elicited by non-targets (y) from the ERPs elicited by
targets (x) and cues (a). This is a standard subtraction

procedure, yielding ERP activity reflecting the selective processing of relevant stimuli (x, a) relative to irrelevant stimuli (y). In the CPTax, these subtractions were done separately for the cue (cue ‘a’ minus non-target ‘y’), expected targets (cued target xja minus cued non-target y(a) and unexpected targets (non-cued target xly – non-cued non-target yly). We next determined the peak amplitude of the difference potentials in the 150 – 300 ms interval after stimulus presentation. In our previous study [18], we found that cued targets in the CPTax are preceded by an ERP called ‘Contingent Negative Variation’ (CNV [55]), an ERP wave with negative amplitude, maximal at the Cz electrode position, which late part is correlated with reaction time [56]. Its amplitude was measured in the CPTax at the Cz electrode in the interval 1150 – 1250 ms after cue presentation.

Statistical analyses on performance measures and the amplitudes of the ERPs were performed with GLM Repeated Measures MANOVA and t-tests, with the factors hemisphere, task, stimulus-type and group. Estimates of effect size of significant effects are given by η².

Results

Performance measures

Table 1 shows that, as expected, omission rates were larger in the CPTax than in the CPTx. (F1,28 = 16.40, p<.001, η²=.37). Within group analyses showed that this effect was significant in both groups (controls: F1,14 = 9.08, p=.009, η²=.39 ; patients: F1,14 = 10.85, p=.005, η²=.44). The increase of omissions was significantly larger in the patients than in the controls (task by group interaction: F1,28 = 4.98, p=.034, η²=.15). Overall, omission frequency was not significantly different between the groups (F1,28 = 3.49, p=.072), but independent samples t-tests showed that patients had more omissions than controls in the CPTax (t28 = -1.97, p=.059) and no significantly different omission rates in the CPTx (t28 = -1.68, p=.105).

False alarm rates were significantly larger in the CPTax than in the CPTx (F1,28 = 4.40, p=.045, η²=.14) but showed no interaction with or main effect of group (F1,28 < 1.5, p=.22). In summary, more errors were made in the attention switching CPTax than in the sustained attention CPTx. In the CPTx, patients did not differ from controls in omission rate, but relative to the CPTax, their omission rate increased more than that of the controls in the CPTax.

To assess differences in response speed, the RTs were analyzed. The RTs were faster in the CPTax than in the CPTx (F1,28 = 113.44, p<.001, η²=.80). Within group analyses showed that this effect was significant in both groups (controls: F1,14 = 154.35, p<.001, η²=.92; patients: F1,14 = 24.83, p<.001, η²=.64). The increase in response speed in the CPTax was smaller in patients than in controls (task by group interaction: F1,28 = 4.40, p=.045, η²=.14). Patients overall had longer RTs than controls (F1,28 = 4.18, p=.05, η²=.13). Independent samples t-tests showed that patients had longer RTs than controls in the CPTax (t28 = -2.3, p=.028) and no significantly different RTs in the CPTx (t28 = -1.64, p=.113).

Brain potential measures

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the ERPs (negative polarity upwards) elicited by targets and cues (red waveforms) and non-targets (black waveforms) at six electrode sites for controls (top panels) and patients (middle panels). The bottom panels show the differences between these ERPs as target minus non-target difference potentials for controls (black) and patients (red) at the PO7 and PO8 electrodes. In the top and middle panels, the ERPs to targets show a clear P300 component largest at the PO7 electrode and peaking (downward) at about 400 ms after stimulus presentation. At the PO7 and PO8 electrodes, they also show the largest stimulus evoked potentials, consisting of the P100, N180 and P220. Note, that the earliest differences between target stimuli and non-targets started between the N180 and P220 at the PO7 electrode, with the red waveforms (targets) being more negative than the black waveforms. This difference concerns the Selection Negativity.

An initial analysis was meant to replicate the finding in healthy controls that the SN is largest over the left hemisphere (PO7 [18,34,37,43]). If so, the ERPs at PO7 should be used to test the predictions about attention deficits. We therefore tested the effects of the factors hemisphere (left and right) and task of target stimulus (targets in the CPTax, in the CPTx the cues, targets preceded by the cue, and targets not preceded by the cue), on the peak amplitude of the target minus non-target difference potentials. As expected, the SN was largest over the left hemisphere (PO7: -2.17 µV [0.31]; PO8: -0.85 µV [0.24]; F1,28 = 28.47, p<.001, η²=.50). In patients, however, these potentials were less lateralized (hemisphere by group interaction, F1,28 = 4.23, p=.049, η²=.13).

All further SN analyses were done with the amplitudes recorded at the PO7 electrode site. We first performed an overall analysis to test attention effects (sustained or switched), group effects and their interaction. The amplitude of the SN to the targets was smaller in the CPTax than in the sustained attention CPTx (F1,28 = 33.21, p<.001, η²=.54). Within-group analyses showed that this effect was significant in both groups (controls: F1,14 = 6.97, p=.019, η²=.33; patients: F1,14 = 33.87, p<.001, η²=.71). Overall, the SN was smaller in patients than in controls (F1,28 = 4.36, p=.046, η²=.14), but independent samples t-tests showed that patients had a smaller SN than controls in the CPTax (t28 = -3.14, p=.004) and no significantly different SN amplitude in the CPTx (t28 < 1, p=.33). The task by group interaction was not significant (F1,28 = 2.95, p=.097, η²=.095).

The latter, rather ambiguous result is probably due to a bottom-effect of the SN amplitude of the patients in the CPTax. As Figures 2 and 4 show, the expected and unexpected targets in the CPTax produced no component in the averaged ERPs of the patients that can be identified as the SN. To substantiate this observation, we performed two additional analyses. First we established whether a significant SN component was present for each task and group. This was done with one-sample t-tests on the difference between the ERP amplitude elicited by targets (or cues) and non-targets for each task and group. Table 1 shows the results of these tests. The SN was significant for all comparisons in the controls (all t14 < -3.8, all ps<.002), but in patients it was present only for the targets in
Figure 1. Grand averaged ERPs to targets (red) and non-targets (black) in the CPTx. The ERPs are shown of controls (upper 6 panels) and patients (middle 6 panels), at central (C3/z/4) and parieto-occipital electrode positions (PO7/8, Pz). Negative amplitudes are plotted upwards. At especially the PO7 electrode at about 200 ms, the red ERP (targets) has more negative amplitude than the black ERP (non-targets). This is the Selection Negativity (SN). The bottom two panels show the differences between the ERPs in the upper and middle panels as target minus non-target difference potentials at the PO7 and PO8 electrodes for patients (red) and controls (black).

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0078062.g001
Figure 2. Grand averaged ERPs to cued targets (red) and cued non-targets (black) in the CPTax. The ERPs are shown of controls (upper 6 panels) and patients (middle 6 panels), at the same electrode positions as in Figure 1. The bottom two panels show the differences between the ERPs in the upper and middle panels as target minus non-target difference potentials at the PO7 and PO8 electrodes for patients (red) and controls (black).

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0078062.g002
Figure 3. Grand averaged ERPs to cues (red) and non-cued non-targets (black) in the CPTax. The ERPs are shown of controls (upper 6 panels) and patients (middle 6 panels), at the same electrode positions as in Figure 1. The bottom two panels show the differences between the ERPs in the upper and middle panels as cue minus non-target difference potentials at the PO7 and PO8 electrodes for patients (red) and controls (black). The Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) is clearly visible at the Cz electrode as the large negative potential in the late part of the red waveform.

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0078062.g003
Figure 4. Grand averaged ERPs to unexpected targets (red) and non-cued non-targets (black) in the CPTax. The ERPs are shown of controls (upper 6 panels) and patients (middle 6 panels), at the same electrode positions as in Figure 1. The bottom two panels show the differences between the ERPs in the upper and middle panels as target minus non-target difference potentials at the PO7 and PO8 electrodes for patients (red) and controls (black).

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0078062.g004
the CPTx. Remarkably, for the patients no significant SN was present for any of the relevant stimuli of the CPTx. Patients had a significant SN to the targets in the CPTx (-3.3 μV, t14 = -5.6, p<.001), but in the CPTax, the ERPs to expected targets, unexpected targets and cues were not significantly different from the ERPs to the non-targets in the SN latency range (respectively, t14 < 1, p=0.75; t14 = -1.84, p=.09; t14 = -1.2, p=.27).

Secondly, we determined separately for each group whether the amplitudes of the SN in the CPTx and CPTax were correlated. If no SN was present in the CPTax (leaving present only random variations in amplitude), no significant correlation between SN amplitude in CPTx and CPTax would exist. If an SN was present in the CPTax but a smaller version of it than in the CPTx, a significant correlation between the two should exist. For controls, the SN to targets in the CPTax was significantly correlated with the SN to all relevant stimuli in the CPTx (expected targets: p=.019; unexpected targets: p=.051; cues: p<.001). For the patients, however, it was not significantly correlated with the SN to expected (p=.125) and unexpected targets (p=.200) of the CPTax, while it was with the SN to the cues in the CPTax (p=.049). Together, these results indicate that controls had an SN to all relevant stimuli in both tasks, whereas in the ERP of the patients the SN to targets was present in the CPTx but absent in the CPTax.

To evaluate the role of response preparation processes in (deficient) task performance, we analyzed the CNV. In the CPTax, the amplitude of the CNV at the Cz electrode in the interval 1150 – 1250 ms after cue presentation was significantly larger in response to a cue than to distractors during that same interval (F1,24 = 94.36, p<.001, η2 = .80). Patients had a smaller CNV (F1,24 = 6.89, p=0.015, η2 = .22) than controls (see Figure 3, Cz electrode).

Discussion

This experiment evaluates the hypothesis that schizophrenia is associated with a deficit in switching the focus of attention but not with a deficit in sustaining the focus of attention. If confirmed, it would support the idea that in schizophrenia the control of selection is impaired, while the organization of selection is intact [4,26,27]. We tested the prediction that in a sustained attention task, task performance and stimulus selection ERPs of schizophrenia patients would not differ from healthy controls but would be diminished in an attention switching task. To that end, we asked patients with schizophrenia and matched healthy controls to perform two tasks, differing in whether target responses are based on sustained attention (CPTx), or are based on having to switch attention (CPTax). The requirement to switch the focus of attention engages mechanisms that control which information to select, in addition to the mechanisms that implement a selection in a sustained attention state [4,25].

The performance and ERP results from the healthy controls replicated those of previous studies [18,22]. In the attention switching task, omission rates were higher and SN amplitudes were smaller than in the sustained attention task. Thus, the requirement to switch attention rather than merely sustain attention resulted in less selective processing of the targets at a very early stage of processing (200 ms) and consequently in more missed targets. This underlines that attention switching requires more cognitive control than sustained attention, and suggests that having to control switching between selections, in addition to implementing them, consumes more limited resources than sustained implementation of a selection alone.

Our findings indicate that the patients with schizophrenia did not significantly differ from the controls in omission rate, RT, and amplitude of the SN in the sustained attention task. In the attention switching task, however, patients had slightly more omissions, significantly longer RTs, and significantly smaller SN amplitudes than the controls. Remarkably, none of the relevant stimuli in the CPTax that elicited a significant SN in the ERP of the controls did so in that of the patients. Finally, in the CPTax relative to the sustained attention CPTx, the patients had a significantly larger increase in omission rate and a significantly smaller increase in response speed than the controls. The decrease of the patients’ SN amplitude in the CPTax relative to that in the CPTx was also larger than that of the controls, but did not reach the .05 significance level, probably due to a bottom-effect resulting from the absence of a detectable SN for the patients in the CPTax.

These results, especially the absence of detectable SNs for patients in the CPTax, suggest that patients are impaired in switching attention from the cue to the target in the switching task, but not in maintaining attention to the targets in the sustained task. Together, they are inconsistent with the hypothesis that schizophrenia is associated with a sustained attention deficit [3]. In contrast, they do support the hypothesis that schizophrenia is associated with a deficit in the ability to switch attention, that is, with an impairment of the flexibility to adapt to varying task demands in the selection of information. The present finding that schizophrenia patients have no significant SN to relevant stimuli in the CPTax replicates earlier findings with a response precuing task [47]. These findings are also consistent with previous studies that presented performance indications of impaired covert attention switching in schizophrenia [57–60]. Taken together, the present findings further support the hypothesis that schizophrenia is associated with a deficit in the control of selection (attention switching), but not in the implementation of selection (sustained attention) [4].

Although the present pattern of results indicates that patients and controls did not significantly differ from each other in all measures of the CPTx, patients were somewhat slower, had slightly more omissions and false alarms, and had somewhat smaller SN amplitude than the controls (see Table 1). This could be taken as evidence that the significant differences between patients and controls present in the measures of the CPTax only represent an amplification of the small non-significant differences present in the CPTx. This argument, however, does not do justice to the fact that in the CPTax an additional mental process has to be performed relative to the CPTx, that is, a switch of attention from cue to target. This means that the CPTax does not engage the same, but harder to perform, mental operations as in the CPTx, and therefore is not just a more difficult version of the CPTx [see 18]. It seems more plausible that the small differences between the groups in
the CPTx are due to other factors, for example increased fatigue [61] or a slightly lower level of arousal in the patients [62].

An interesting aspect of the present results is that the differences between patients and controls were more pronounced in the SN brain potential than in the behavioural measures. This has been reported also by other authors [62]. Since the SN is a measure of selective processing at the perceptual level [37], it may be that a mechanism at a higher level in the processing chain is able to (partially) compensate for the perceptual deficiency observed with the SN, leading in the end to near-normal behavioural output. One of our future research aims is to shed more light on this issue.

The performance and ERP results from the healthy controls also replicated another previous finding [18]. In the CPTax, RTs were faster and CNV amplitudes larger than in the CPTx. The CNV amplitude was significantly correlated with RT only. This indicates that in the CPTax there was more motor preparation in advance of the target than in the CPTx, leading to faster responses. Together with the selective attention ERPs, this supports the hypothesis that the CPTax engages two separable cognitive functions, switching of selective attention and transiently turning-on of motor preparation. The results showed that patients had a smaller CNV amplitude and a smaller increase in response speed. That is, patients not only had problems with switching attention from cue to target, but also with turning-on motor preparation. This may be explained by impaired selective processing of the cue [47], since the patients had no significant SN to the cue. Failure to turn on motor preparation may be the direct result of problems with switching attention from cue to target, but may also be an independent deficit, as suggested by other studies [63].

One may argue that the smaller SN amplitude of the patients to targets in the CPTax, was a secondary effect of diminished preparation, as indicated by the smaller target-preceding CNV amplitude in patients. However, the finding that patients also had a smaller SN than controls to unexpected targets, which were not preceded by preparatory activity, rules out this possibility. It could also be argued that the diminished SN to targets in the CPTax the patients was influenced by their smaller P100 and N180 Evoked Potentials (e.g., Figure 1). This is unlikely because the Evoked Potentials of patients in the CPTx were also smaller than those of the controls, but the SN to targets was not significantly affected. Moreover, it is known for a long time that the P100 and N180 are so-called exogenous (evoked) potentials, whereas the SN is an endogenous potential that overlaps the Evoked Potentials [33].

One more result deserves discussion. This concern the processing of the cues in the CPTax. One may wonder why the SN to the cues is visually present for patients (See Figure 3) and not significantly different between patients and controls (see Table 1), whereas the SN to expected and unexpected targets were visually not present and significantly different between patients and controls. Recall, that in the CPTax one first has to attend to the cue across a number of (nontarget) stimulus presentations, and only when the cue is presented, one has to switch attention to the target. Therefore, in the CPTax, attention to the cue has a more sustained nature than attention to the targets, albeit less than attention to the targets in the CPTx. The present finding that patients showed a visually detectable SN to the cues that was not significantly different from that of the controls clearly supports this analysis and further strengthens our interpretation that patients have no sustained attention deficit.

One potentially important alternative explanation of the present results should be considered. Clinical and experimental evidence have amply demonstrated that patients with schizophrenia have impairments in the perception of objects, consisting of loosened figure-to-ground organization and deteriorated perception of an object as an integrated whole [64–69]. These impairments are most probably due to a failure of automatic processes, because normal object perception is the result of pre-attentive (that is, automatic) mechanisms that operate according to Gestalt principles [64]. Since normal operation of higher cognitive functions (e.g., the control of information selection) depends on intact object perception, a deficit of object perception may lead to abnormal higher cognitive functioning. Therefore, the impairment of the switching of the focus of attention observed here with the patients, may not represent a primary deficit, but a secondary consequence of impaired object (i.e., letter) perception. In a recent experiment, we demonstrated that impaired object perception in schizophrenia indeed influences the switching of attention in the visual-spatial domain [70]. It is, therefore, not entirely clear whether failures of attention found in experiments with schizophrenia patients should be ascribed to a primary deficit of attention, or to a primary deficit of (pre-attentive) perception, leading to a secondary deficit of attention.

The present findings are consistent with earlier findings about impairments of schizophrenia patients in different CPT variants ([71]. They suggest that in schizophrenia the mechanisms that control the focus of selective attention have problems to change that focus on the basis of cues in a dynamic environment. In daily life this deficit could underlie observations of ‘cognitive slowness’, weak representations of the (social) environment [72], and impaired adaptation to changing daily task goals. Impairment of the control over which information should be selected for a current goal may also be related to the emergence of delusions, the experience of hallucinations, and negative symptoms, which are the primary symptoms of schizophrenia.

Furthermore, control over the switching of the focus of attention is a critical component in the performance of many neuropsychological tests like the traditional Stroop test and the Trail making test. Therefore, if patients are impaired in attention switching the often reported under-performance of schizophrenia patients on these tests may be mainly determined by this impairment. Finally, the present findings were found in recent-onset (< 2 years) schizophrenia patients, and may not be generalizable to chronic patients, as has been found for spatial-attention switching impairments in schizophrenia [58]. It seems important that future studies address these issues.

We conclude that schizophrenia is associated with a deficit of switching the focus of attention, that is, of the control of...
information selection, but not with a deficit of maintaining selective attention, that is, of the implementation of selection.
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